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Youtravel’s chief executive John Kent has apologised to agents and suppliers for “problems caused” as the company yesterday revealed further 
plans to introduce new products and destinations.

Speaking yesterday in London at an event for the bed bank’s agents and suppliers, Kent said: “I would like to apologise for any problems caused 
by Youtravel over the past 12 months. We faced some problems, but I think we have found a solution. We have found a great strategic partner.”

The Munich-based FTI Touristik group, the fourth largest tour operator in the German speaking market, recently acquired 85% of Youtravel.

This gives the business access to a number of new products and markets, said FTI’s chief executive Dietmar Gunz.

Speaking exclusively to TTG last week Gunz revealed plans to introduce a new ski product and destinations
(URL=http://www.ttgdigital.com/news/youtravel-to-go-global-after-fti-moves-in/4684482.article) .

Yesterday he confirmed that the ski product would be loaded and ready to sell by October.

He added that other new products will include mountains and lakes and cruise. Gunz said new destinations will include Italy, the USA, Thailand, 
south east Asia, the Caribbean, Azores and Lebanon.

“Thailand is already loaded. We will also have a lot of new and exclusive product. By the end of 2012 we will have 6,000 hotels. We plan to add 
new destinations every week and will also add key cities through Meeting Point,” he said, referring to the group’s destination management 
company.

This currently operates in 20 markets, with plans to grow to more.

Gunz said FTI was currently assessing what changes need to take place at Youtravel but said there would be a strong focus on new technology 
offerings. He added that the company will be looking to leverage its Meeting Point product wherever possible.

“Meeting Point offers seamless service from the point of booking to the point of return all within the FTI group. This destination service is a lot 
more than our competitors can offer,” he said.

Gunz’s comments come after FTI confirmed it was closing Youtravel’s consumer facing brand (URL=http://www.ttgdigital.com/news/new-youtravel-
shareholder-reveals-plans-for-bed-bank/4684409.article) .
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